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Natural language processingObjective: Literature database search is a crucial step in the development of clinical practice guidelines
and systematic reviews. In the age of information technology, the process of literature search is still con-
ducted manually, therefore it is costly, slow and subject to human errors. In this research, we sought to
improve the traditional search approach using innovative query expansion and citation ranking
approaches.
Methods: We developed a citation retrieval system composed of query expansion and citation ranking
methods. The methods are unsupervised and easily integrated over the PubMed search engine. To vali-
date the system, we developed a gold standard consisting of citations that were systematically searched
and screened to support the development of cardiovascular clinical practice guidelines. The expansion
and ranking methods were evaluated separately and compared with baseline approaches.
Results: Compared with the baseline PubMed expansion, the query expansion algorithm improved recall
(80.2% vs. 51.5%) with small loss on precision (0.4% vs. 0.6%). The algorithm could find all citations used to
support a larger number of guideline recommendations than the baseline approach (64.5% vs. 37.2%,
p < 0.001). In addition, the citation ranking approach performed better than PubMed’s ‘‘most recent”
ranking (average precision +6.5%, recall@k +21.1%, p < 0.001), PubMed’s rank by ‘‘relevance” (average pre-
cision +6.1%, recall@k +14.8%, p < 0.001), and the machine learning classifier that identifies scientifically
sound studies from MEDLINE citations (average precision +4.9%, recall@k +4.2%, p < 0.001).
Conclusions: Our unsupervised query expansion and ranking techniques are more flexible and effective
than PubMed’s default search engine behavior and the machine learning classifier. Automated citation
finding is promising to augment the traditional literature search.
 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The practice of evidence based medicine requires integrating
individual clinical expertise and the best available evidence in
making decisions about patient care. However, health care practi-
tioners have little time to keep up with the rapid growth in the
biomedical literature. In 2009, there were about 25,400 peer-
reviewed journals and the number increases 3.5% a year [1]. Cita-
tions indexed in PubMed have grown from 4 million (pre 1975)
to 22 million today [2]. Each year, about 3000 clinical trial studies
have posted results in ClinicalTrial.gov [3]. Fraser and Dunstan
showed that it’s almost impossible to keep up with the medicalliterature even within a narrow specialty [4]. In a review of
information-seeking behavior, Davies showed that clinicians’ lack
of time, issues with information technology, limited search skills
are top barriers for information searching [5]. As a result, most
clinical questions raised by clinicians at the point of care remain
unanswered. In a recent systematic review, Del Fiol et al. showed
that clinicians raised roughly one question out of every two
patients seen and over 60% of these questions were not answered
[6]. To cope with information overload, clinicians rely on existing
expert-compiled resources such as clinical practice guidelines
(CPG) to fulfill their information needs [7]. However, the develop-
ment and update of CPGs is costly, slow and unable to keep up with
the rate of new evidence in the medical literature. In a 2003 survey
of guideline developers, the average cost for CPGs development
was $200,000 per guideline in the United States [8]. High quality
guidelines that meet strict quality criteria [9,10] require more time
and resources. Time required for finishing peer-review for a
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ogy (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) was from 12 to
18 months [11]. In summary, the rapid pace of new published lit-
erature can quickly make the CPGs outdated and suboptimal for
clinical decision-making.
In guideline development, experts perform systematic reviews
of the available evidence, which involves a series of scientifically
rigorous steps [11]. The two first and important steps are a sys-
tematic literature search followed by screening for relevant cita-
tions. Literature search involves identifying possibly relevant
studies from electronic literature databases. Citation screening
involves quickly scanning abstract and full-text manuscripts to
assess the eligibility of studies. Informatics research has investi-
gated automated and semi-automated methods to aid with cita-
tion screening [12–16]. Fiszman et al. were among the first
research groups introducing informatics solutions to support clin-
ical guideline development [15,16]. They developed a semantic
filter to automatically classify relevant citations. Similarly, Cohen
et al. investigated a machine learning approach to solve a classi-
fication problem in drug effectiveness reviews [12,17]. To meet
the needs of citation screening, those methods aimed for a bal-
ance between recall and precision. However, recall is more
important than precision in systematic literature search. The
2011 ACCF/AHA’s manual for clinical guideline development
described the need for literature search to be comprehensive,
and key to the development of valid guidelines [11]. The
Cochrane handbook for systematic reviews highlights that
‘‘searches should seek high sensitivity, which may result in rela-
tively low precision.” [18] In the present study, we investigated
the literature search stage and aimed to maximize recall while
controlling the impact on precision. We developed and assessed
query expansion and ranking methods to enhance information
retrieval performance in the context of clinical guideline develop-
ment. The solution was based on an extension of PubMed’s
search engine, optimized to retrieve and rank relevant studies
for cardiovascular guidelines.
There have been previous works that we leveraged to inform
our system [15–17,19–21]. Fiszman’s gold standard included cita-
tions that were used to support 30 clinical questions [16]. Our
work sought for a larger gold standard, which includes citations
to support more than 600 guideline recommendations. Research
on query expansion showed that using MeSH concepts and MeSH
hierarchy can improve performance of image retrieval and biolog-
ical question retrieval [19,20]. Our query expansion method was
also based on finding relevant MeSH concepts, but was optimized
to retrieve guideline conditions.
Traditional information retrieval or question answering sys-
tems rank documents by relevance or similarity to the user
query. Generic queries (e.g., ‘‘heart failure”) can generate thou-
sands of documents that share the search keywords. PubMed
by default sorts the results by recently added date, without con-
sidering relevancy and scientific quality. Informatics research has
investigated machine learning approaches to prioritize citation
screening in systematic reviews [14,22,23]. Yet, machine-
learning approaches are arguably not flexible since they require
sufficient high-quality training data and often do not generalize
well to new domains. Unsupervised ranking methods have been
investigated in the citation retrieval studies by Jonnalagadda
et al. [24,25]. Their method assigned weights based on journal
impact measures; however, the method validation was limited
to the ‘‘heart failure” topic. In the present research, we developed
novel unsupervised query expansion and citation ranking meth-
ods with a larger gold standard that includes cardiovascular con-
ditions. We then compared the performance of these methods
with PubMed’s query expansion and ranking, and a machine
learning classifier.2. Materials and methods
Our study design consisted of three main parts: (1) develop-
ment of a gold standard composed of studies used in the develop-
ment of cardiovascular guidelines; (2) iterative development of a
citation finding system composed of two main components: query
expansion and citation ranking; and (3) evaluation of each system
component using standard information retrieval metrics and com-
parison with baseline approaches. Fig. 1 depicts the summarization
of our system architecture and study design.
2.1. Gold standard
The gold standard consisted of citations that have been used to
support guideline practice recommendations. We focused on the
cardiovascular guidelines published by the American College of
Cardiology (ACC) and the American Heart Association (AHA). The
full revision cardiovascular guidelines developed by the ACC/AHA
and published from 2010 to 2014 were retrieved using a PubMed
search. Since the majority of guideline topics are about complete
management of a condition, we focused on retrieving condition
topics in this study. Topics about interventions or diagnostic proce-
dures are reserved for future research. For those guidelines dis-
cussing the comprehensive management of cardiovascular
conditions, we performed the following steps to build the gold
standard: (1) Extracted all the citations listed in the ‘‘References”
section of the guideline; (2) extracted the guideline recommenda-
tions whose evidence sources were provided in the guideline and
the citations that were used as evidence sources to support each
recommendation; and (3) automatically mapped those citations
in free-text to PubMed IDs using the NCBI Batch Citation Matcher
tool [26]. Manual mapping was performed to supplement the cita-
tion IDs that could not be matched by the NCBI tool. Table 1 shows
examples of guideline recommendations, supporting citations, and
their corresponding PMIDs.
2.2. System overview
The system is an extension of PubMed’s search engine to
enhance the ability to retrieve citations for clinical guideline devel-
opment. The system has a preprocessing stage and two other main
stages: query expansion and document ranking. The query expan-
sion stage aims to improve recall while the document ranking aims
to improve precision on top-ranked documents.
2.2.1. Preprocessing
This step takes the title of the guideline as input and extracts
the conditions of interest. Since there is little variation among
guideline titles, we used simple regular expression rules such as
words following ‘‘Patients With”, ‘‘diagnosis and treatment of”,
and ‘‘management of” to extract main conditions from guideline
titles (e.g. ‘‘Guideline for the Management of Patients With Atrial
Fibrillation”, ‘‘Guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of hyper-
trophic cardiomyopathy”, ‘‘Guidelines for the diagnosis and man-
agement of patients with Thoracic Aortic Disease”). This step also
detects whether a particular guideline focuses on one or more con-
ditions. For instance, the phrase ‘‘Extracranial Carotid and Verte-
bral Artery Disease” was broken into two conditions:
‘‘Extracranial Carotid Disease” and ‘‘Vertebral Artery Disease”.
2.2.2. Query expansion
Based on the extracted condition terms, we conducted a search
using PubMed’s default search behavior. When entering a query on
the PubMed search interface, PubMed automatically expands the
query to maximize recall. For instance, PubMed expands the query
Fig. 1. Overview of the citation finding system and the study design.
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words: ‘‘atrial fibrillation”[MeSH concepts] OR (‘‘atrial”[All Fields]
AND ‘‘fibrillation”[All Fields]) OR ‘‘atrial fibrillation”[All Fields].
We used the results of PubMed expansion as the baseline to com-
pare with our expansion approach. Our approach aims to find rel-
evant and meaningful MeSH terms of the condition topics.
Additional MeSH terms were injected to original query using the
Boolean OR operator.
Common filter: We consistently applied a set of filters (i.e., pub-
lication date, human study and English language) for all queries
generated. We considered other filters such as Abstract and the
Haynes clinical filters [38], but those filters led to missing impor-
tant eligible studies.
MeSH expansion: We developed an algorithm (Fig. 2) to
expand the seed query using MeSH resources (MeSH descriptors,
MeSH Tree), and a natural language processing application
(Metamap [39]). The algorithm takes input as a single search
query and outputs the expanded query. If there are multiple
queries (multiple conditions), they were joined by the Boolean
OR operator. Eventually, the query is adjusted by the common fil-
ter and applied the PubMed sorting mechanisms. To conduct a
PubMed query, we formulated the PubMed query into the URL
syntax and used the Entrez Programming Utilities (E-utilities)
[40] to submit and retrieve results from the NCBI servers. The
algorithm uses the following methods to find relevant MeSH
concepts:
– Disorder concept expansion: This step attempts to find MeSH
concepts that best describe the condition of interest using a
concept-mapping method. We used Metamap [41] to map nar-
rative terms found in the Preprocessing stage into UMLS con-
cepts. Metamap was restricted to the MeSH terminology. The
UMLS concepts were translated to MeSH concepts by querying
the MRCONSO table [42]. We used the MeSH descriptors andMeSH Tree [43] to populate MeSHmetadata and select concepts
that have the semantic type ‘‘Disease or Syndrome”. Concepts
whose ancestors have this semantic type were also extracted.
– Statistical expansion: This method is based on the assumption
that documents are likely relevant to a query if the extracted
terms are mentioned in the document titles. The statistical
expansion method first retrieved all articles that include the
exact search term in the title. MeSH concepts of those articles
were retrieved, aggregated and sorted by frequency. The highest
frequency concept having the semantic type ‘‘Disease or Syn-
drome” was selected. The statistical expansion is triggered if
the concept-mapping approach doesn’t recognize any concepts.
– Body-part expansion: In some guidelines, the condition of inter-
est is related to abnormalities in specific anatomical locations
(e.g., heart valves, aortic valve). In exploratory work, we
observed that using body-part concepts could improve recall
in some queries. To find body-part concepts, we run Metamap
on the disorder concept entry terms, filter out the generic con-
cepts, and select concepts having the semantic type ‘‘Body Part,
Organ, or Organ Component”.
– Parent expansion: this step looks for direct parent concepts by
iteratively traversing the MeSH Tree. Using parent concepts in
some circumstances can improve recall, but may substantially
impact precision. Hence, the algorithm only uses parent expan-
sion when the expansion set has not reached a specific thresh-
old, and disables expansion to other MeSH children (e.g. using
tag [MESH: NOEXP]).
– MeSH stop list: We maintain a stop list of MeSH concepts to be
filtered out from expansion. The list contains three general con-
cepts for cardiovascular topics: Disease, Heart Diseases, and
Heart. We investigated the technique to generate the stop list
automatically, but it was not quite successful as constructing
manually. Our strategy is to test the algorithm in more diverse
topics until we identify a pattern for a successful stop list.
Table 1
Examples of extracted guideline recommendations, supported citations, and PMID mappings for the ‘‘Guideline for the Management of Patients With Atrial Fibrillation” (2014).
Guideline recommendations Supported citations
Selection of antithrombotic therapy should be based on the risk of
thromboembolism irrespective of whether the AF pattern is paroxysmal,
persistent, or permanent (167–170)
167. New oral anticoagulants for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation: impact of
gender, heart failure, diabetes mellitus and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation [27].
PMID: 23253272
168. Distribution and risk profile of paroxysmal, persistent, and permanent atrial
fibrillation in routine clinical practice: insight from the real-life global survey
evaluating patients with atrial fibrillation international registry [28]. PMID:
22787011
169. Efficacy and safety of dabigatran compared to warfarin in patients with
paroxysmal, persistent, and permanent atrial fibrillation: results from the RE-LY
(Randomized Evaluation of Long-Term Anticoagulation Therapy) study [29].
PMID: 22361407
170. Prevention of stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation: current strategies and
future directions [30]. PMID: 25534093
Control of the ventricular rate using a beta blocker or nondihydropyridine calcium
channel antagonist is recommended for patients with paroxysmal, persistent,
or permanent AF (267–269)
267. Ventricular rate control in chronic atrial fibrillation during daily activity and
programmed exercise: a crossover open-label study of five drug regimens [31].
PMID: 9973007
268. Efficacy of oral diltiazem to control ventricular response in chronic atrial
fibrillation at rest and during exercise [32]. PMID: 3805530
269. The Atrial Fibrillation Follow-up Investigation of Rhythm Management
(AFFIRM) study: approaches to control rate in atrial fibrillation [33]. PMID:
15063430
Intravenous administration of a beta blocker or nondihydropyridine calcium
channel blocker is recommended to slow the ventricular heart rate in the acute
setting in patients without preexcitation.
In hemodynamically unstable patients, electrical cardioversion is indicated
(270–273).
270. Efficacy and safety of esmolol vs. propranolol in the treatment of
supraventricular tachyarrhythmias: a multicenter double-blind clinical trial [34].
PMID: 3904379
271. A placebo-controlled trial of continuous intravenous diltiazem infusion for
24-h heart rate control during atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter: a multicenter
study [35]. PMID: 1894861
272. Intravenous diltiazem is superior to intravenous amiodarone or digoxin for
achieving ventricular rate control in patients with acute uncomplicated atrial
fibrillation [36]. PMID: 19487941
273. Esmolol versus verapamil in the acute treatment of atrial fibrillation or atrial
flutter [37]. PMID: 2564725
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We presents three ways searchers can obtain a ranked list of
citations: (1) Use PubMed’s sorting functionalities, (2) Use a gen-
eral purpose machine learning classifier to identify clinical sound
studies, and (3) Use our proposed scoring approach for clinical
research studies.
2.2.3.1. PubMed sorting funtionalities. PubMed offers 7 ways to sort
order for search results: Most Recent, Relevance Publication Date,
First Author, Last Author, Journal, and Title. Most Recent is the Pub-
Med’s default sorting that ranks citations by the time they were
added to MEDLINE database. The Relevance sort uses PubMed’s
internal algorithm to assign weight to citations depending on the
frequency search terms are found and the fields they are found
[44]. We used and evaluated the Most Recent and Relevance sorts
to compare with our proposed ranking approach. The other sorts
based on publication time and alphabetical orders are less likely
to identify relevant citations.
2.2.3.2. A machine learning approach. In 2009, Kilicoglu et al. imple-
mented an ensemble approach combining several machine learn-
ing classifiers (Naïve Bayes, support vector machine (SVM), and
boosting) to identify scientifically rigorous studies [45]. The classi-
fier was built on five basic features: words, MEDLINE metadata,
sematic predications, relations, and UMLS concepts. In the original
study, the classifier trained on 10,000 citations could achieve 82.5%
precision and 84.3% recall on an unseen test set of 2000 citations.
The classifier outputs the probability a citation is scientifically rig-
orous. We used this classifier as the baseline ranking approach.
2.2.3.3. Clinical research scoring approach. We propose an alterna-
tive method for ranking MEDLINE citations using three dimen-
sions: MeSH majority, study design, and journal ranking. These
dimensions attempt to capture three characteristics that aredesirable for retrieved studies: relevancy, study quality, and study
impact.
– MeSH majority: a PubMed document can be indexed with
multiple MeSH concepts, but only a small subset are indexed
as ‘‘major topic.” Using the expanded MeSH concepts from
the query expansion stage, we assigned a MeSH score of
2.0 if one of the MeSH concepts or any of its children was
tagged as a major topic. Otherwise, a MeSH score of 1.0
was applied.
– Study design: We assign a Study Design (SD) score to a study
based on the publication type of the retrieved document (score
4.0: Practice Guideline, Guideline, Review with Meta-Analysis;
score 3.0: Randomized Controlled Trial; score 2.0: Clinical Trial,
Controlled Clinical Trial, Case-Control Studies, Cohort Studies,
Longitudinal Studies, Cross-Sectional Studies, Cross-Over Stud-
ies, Observational Study, Evaluation Studies, Validation Studies,
Comparative Study; and score 1.0: any other types). The ratio-
nale for the SD scoring was adapted from the GRADE system
[18]. If a study has multiple publication types, the maximum
SD score found on the matrix is chosen. The SD score is
increased with the presence of blinding methods (single-
blinded method +0.1, double-blinded method +0.2) and setting
(multicenter study + 0.1).
– Journal ranking: Journal ranking is an estimation of scientific
quality and clinical impact of the study based on the popularity
of the publishing source. We used the open-access SCImago
Journal Rank (SJR), an impact factor metric, published by Scopus
in 2012. The National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) journal
records were mapped to Scopus’ records using the journal’s
ISSN number, from which we retrieve the SJR metric.
Finally, the ranking score is calculated by multiplying all three
metrics (ranking score = MeSHMajorScore ⁄ SD score ⁄ SJR). Since
Fig. 2. Pseudo-code for the query expansion algorithm.
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be the most appropriate method to aggregate the three metrics.2.3. Evaluation
We used the gold standard described above to evaluate the
query expansion and the ranking algorithms. We tested the follow-
ing hypotheses: H1: the query expansion algorithm retrieves a per-
fect set of citations for a larger number of guideline
recommendations than the PubMed expansion approach; and
H2: the citation scoring approach has better recall at k than the
machine learning classifier and the standard PubMed sort
mechanisms.
In addition, we compared the algorithm performance in terms
of standard information retrieval metrics. For the query expansionSeeding recall ¼ number of recommendations for which atleast one rele
number of recommendationtask, we measured recall and precision. The query expansion task
was aimed to maximize recall while controlling impact on preci-
sion. We define the metric ‘‘Seeding Recall” to measure the ability
of finding seed studies used to generate guideline recommenda-
tions. A practice recommendation can be synthesized from one
or multiple studies. In the initial literature search, finding seed
studies appeared in as many recommendations as necessary to
understand the scope of the problem and guide future literature
search.
recall ¼ number of relevant retrieved documents
number of relevant documents
precision ¼ number of relevant retrieved documents
number of retrieved documentsvant document is retrieved
s
Table 2
Included cardiovascular guidelines along with their recommendations and the citations used to support recommendations.
Authors Published
year
Title Recommendations Citations Citations
w/ PMID w/o
PMID
January et al. [46] 2014 Guideline for the Management of Patients With Atrial Fibrillation 62 132 1
Brott et al. [47] 2010 Guideline on the Management of Patients With Extracranial Carotid and Vertebral
Artery Disease
34 70 1
Gersh et al. [48] 2011 Guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 74 175 0
Yancy et al. [49] 2013 Guideline for the management of heart failure 97 317 1
O’Gara et at. [50] 2013 Guideline for the management of ST-elevation myocardial infarction 83 216 0
Fihn et al. [51] 2012 Guideline for the diagnosis and management of patients with stable ischemic heart
disease
123 407 4
Hiratzka et al.
[52]
2010 Guidelines for the diagnosis and management of patients with Thoracic Aortic Disease 63 156 4
Nishimura et al.
[53]
2014 Guideline for the Management of Patients With Valvular Heart Disease 117 375 4
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sion metric. For a ranked list of documents, average precision is
calculated by:Average Precision ¼ 1
r
Xr
k¼1
precision ðRkÞwhere r is the number of relevant documents, and Rk is the position
of the kth relevant document in the ranked list.
Precision at k (precision@k) and recall at k (recall@k) are
defined as follows:precisionðkÞ ¼ precision@k
¼ number of relevant documents in top kth list
krecallðkÞ ¼ recall@k
¼ number of relevant documents in top kth list
number of relevant documents
To test the H1 hypothesis, we convert the data to a binary out-
come. We assigned TRUE if all citations for a recommendation
were retrieved, and FALSE otherwise. The chi-square statistical test
was used to assess the significance of the differences. To test the
H2 hypothesis, we measured recall@k in all k positions and used
the Wilcoxon signed rank test to assess the significance of the dif-
ferences found.Table 3
Comparison between PubMed expansion and MeSH expansion algorithm.
Default Pu
Recall % (SD) 51.5 (35.5
Seeding recall % (SD) 63.5 (31.6
Precision % (SD) 0.6 (0.5)
Recommendations for which all citations were found % 37.2
Table 4
Performance comparison among various ranking approaches.
PubMed’s sorting
by Most Recent
PubMed
by Relev
Average precision % (SD) 0.5 (0.7) 0.9 (1.0)
Recall@k % (SD) 45.1 (26.2) 51.4 (233. Results
From 2010 to 2014, the American College of Cardiology (ACC)
published 17 guidelines about cardiovascular topics. Four of them
are Focus Update releases. We excluded those releases since the
development process for the Focus Updates does not include a sys-
tematic search. Five guidelines were not on the comprehensive
management of a condition and were also excluded. These guideli-
nes covered narrower subtopics of diagnosis or treatment such as
Secondary Prevention, Blood Cholesterol Treatment, and Coronary
Artery Bypass Graft Surgery. Although it is possible to develop fil-
ters to target those subtopics, we decided not to cover them in this
research. Eight guidelines met our inclusion criteria as summarized
in Table 2. We were able to extract 653 practice recommendations,
which cited 1863 citations. Of those, we were able to find PubMed
IDs (PMIDs) in 1848 citations (99.2%). A small portion of citations
such as book chapters, online resources (e.g. FDA site), and studies
not indexed in MEDLINE did not have PMIDs.
The query expansion performance and comparison are summa-
rized in Table 3. Overall, the query expansion algorithm achieved
recall of 80.2% and seeding recall of 90.1%. In comparison with
the default PubMed expansion, the algorithm improved recall by
28.7% and seeding recall by 26.5% with a 0.2% drop in precision.
The ability to find seed studies (seeding recall) improved by
26.6%. Our query expansion algorithm could find all citations for
more guideline recommendations than the default PubMed expan-
sion (64.5% vs. 37.2%, p < 0.0001).
For citation ranking, the clinical research scoring approach had
the best average precision of 7% compared to 2.1% machine-
learning classifier, 0.9% PubMed’s sort by relevance, 0.5% PubMed’sbMed expansion MeSH expansion Mean difference
) 80.2 (5.1) 28.7 (31.7)
) 90.1 (6.1) 26.5 (29.6)
0.4 (0.5) 0.2 (0.3)
64.5 27.3
’s sorting
ance
Kilicoglu’s Machine
learning classifier
Clinical research
scoring approach
2.1(1.7) 7.0 (4.8)
.5) 62 (18.6) 66.2 (15.6)
Fig. 3. Recall@k at various kth positions of 4 ranking methods in each of the cardiology guideline.
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the highest average recall@k, improved 4.2% over the machine-
learning classifier (66.2% vs. 62%, p < 0.001), 14.8% over PubMed’s
sort by Relevance (66.2% vs. 51.4%, p < 0.001), and 21.1% over Pub-
Med’s sort by Most Recent (66.2% vs. 45.1%, p < 0.001). In Fig. 3, we
illustrate the recall@k at various kth position in the ranked list.
Overall, PubMed’s sorts essentially performed worse than machine
learning classifier and the scoring approach. The curve of the scor-
ing approach outperformed the machine-learning curve for most of
the guidelines, especially at lower levels of k. However, the differ-
ence was significant in some guidelines (Hypertrophic Cardiomy-
opathy, Heart Failure, Thoracic Aortic Disease, Valvular Heart
Disease), while only non-significantly improved in other
guidelines.4. Discussion
4.1. Significance
We developed and evaluated an automated approach to retrieve
relevant and high-quality citations from PubMed. The approach
can be used to assist the development of clinical guidelines and
systematic reviews. The results showed that our proposed method
outperformed the default PubMed query expansion in terms of
recall (80.2% vs. 51.5%) and seeding recall (90% vs. 63.5%), with a
non-significant loss in precision (0.6% vs. 0.4%; p = 0.09). In addi-
tion, the method could find all citations for a larger number of
guideline recommendations than the PubMed expansion (64.5%
vs. 37.2%, p < 0.0001). The results reflect the goal of systematic
search, that is to maximize recall to identify all relevant studies
while controlling impact on precision to keep the results
manageable.
We experienced a stable recall variance on all guideline topics
(stddev = 5.1), however, the improving effect variance was high
(stddev = 31.7). A subsequent analysis showed that three topics
‘‘Atrial Fibrillation”, ‘‘hypertrophic cardiomyopathy”, and ‘‘heartfailure” had no improvement on recall, partially because the base-
line PubMed expansion achieved good performance (avg recall
85.1%). All other topics had improvements in recall. The greatest
improvement was seen in the topic ‘‘Extracranial Carotid and Ver-
tebral Artery Disease” in which PubMed expansion did not perform
well. The query expansion algorithm was able to find supporting
MeSH terms such as ‘‘Carotid Artery Diseases”, ‘‘Vertebrobasilar
Insufficiency”, ‘‘Brain Ischemia”, and ‘‘Cerebrovascular Disorders”,
and recall was improved by 70%.
The system achieved precision of 0.6% versus 0.8% with PubMed
expansion. Therefore, we deem the system’s precision performance
was acceptable and comparable with existing methods. Achieving
good precision is difficult and secondary for systematic search. In
fact, the manual search approach achieved precision below 1%
[54–56]. The poor precision can be attributed to the main goal of
systematic search, which is to be exhaustive. Therefore, the queries
were generally designed to be able to capture all potentially rele-
vant candidates. In addition, some systematic reviews had specific
inclusion/exclusion criteria which are not easily represented in the
search queries without risking loss of recall. Further efforts to
improve precision relates to previous works on document classifi-
cation, in which training data to predict the inclusion/exclusion
patterns are required [12,17].
The citation ranking method proposed in this research used a
simple light-weight approach that is independent of training data.
Furthermore, the proposed approach improved ranking perfor-
mance of the standard PubMed’s ranking by ‘‘most recent” (aver-
age precision +6.5%, recall@k +21.1%, p < 0.001), PubMed’s
ranking by ‘‘relevance” (average precision +6.1%, recall@k +14.8%,
p < 0.001), and the general purpose machine learning classifier
(average precision +4.9%, recall@k +4.2%, p < 0.001).4.2. Implications
In the development of systematic reviews, manual search is
considered as the state-of-the-art approach, but it does not
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impacted by skills, experience and domain knowledge of searchers
on the review topics. A common approach to improve recall is to
gather results from multiple sources either from different search
strategies or from domain experts. The American College of
Cardiology Foundation (ACCF) recommends clinicians to perform
their own search along with systematic search by skilled librarians
[11]. Our method is not intended to completely replace the manual
process. However, it can serve as starting point or as a reference list
to augment the manual search approach. For example, taking our
dataset, if reviewers screen the top 100 citations retrieved by our
system, they would be able to find 16.2% of the citations included
in the guidelines and seed citations for 24.4% of the guideline
recommendations. Another potential approach is to use citation
tracking by examining articles that cite or are cited by seed
citations. The seeding recall metric used in our study provides a
measure of algorithm performance in this respect. The system
was able to find the seed studies for 90% of the guideline
recommendations.
Ranking studies by relevancy and scientific rigor might be use-
ful to help prioritize early stages in the development of systematic
reviews. A good ranking mechanism increases the odds of finding
relevant studies with less effort. Previous studies on work prioriti-
zation [22,23] favor using machine learning methods, which use
previous manual screening as labeled data to train classifiers. How-
ever, in systematic search, new questions are often raised that have
insufficient historical data to train a competent machine learning
model. As a result, searchers often rely on standard functionalities
of search engines, or ML classifiers that were trained on broad
topics. Our experiments showed that standard ranking methods
of biomedical search engines and a general purpose ML classifier
can be further improved using heuristics such as MeSH majority,
research design, and journal ranking. These heuristics are indepen-
dent of the training data and not specific to any particular guide-
line topic or domain.
This study focuses on cardiovascular guideline as our domain of
interest; however, the proposed techniques are applicable to
literature search in general. First, the system employed reusable
expansion techniques to identify relevant MeSH concepts
(concept-mapping, statistical, and MeSH Tree traversing) that are
not specific to cardiology and shouldworkwell in any other domain
related to treatment. For areas other thandiseases (e.g., procedures),
the algorithm could be adapted by using different semantic types.
For example, a review topic focused on an intervention procedure
could use semantic type ‘‘Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure”.
Secondly, our ranking approach was based on three factors: MeSH
Majority, Study Design, and Journal Ranking. MeSH Majority and
Journal Ranking information can always be found in MEDLINE and
Scopus. The assignment of the study design (SD) score is adapted
from the GRADE approach [18], which is widely used in the
assessment of evidence quality independent of clinical domain.
4.3. Limitations
This study has five main limitations. First, our gold standard
consists of eight guidelines, which limits the generalizability of
our findings. However, the guidelines we selected represent a
broad coverage in the important field of cardiovascular diseases.
In 2010, ACCF/AHA published a methodology manual that man-
dated all practice recommendations grade A and B to be accompa-
nied with citations to the evidence sources. This practice will help
expand the size and breadth of gold standards in future studies.
Second, our research was limited to guidelines on the treatment
of cardiovascular diseases, so it is unknown whether the results
generalize to other domains. Yet, our approach did not use any
methods that were specific to cardiovascular diseases, so it isexpected that the methods will generalize to other domains and
topics. Third, our query expansion algorithm uses an ad-hoc
threshold (5000) for triggering parent concept expansion. The
selection of this threshold was somewhat arbitrary and can be
improved further based on heuristics such as the descriptive statis-
tics of retrieved documents. Fourth, our system achieved low pre-
cision that is common and secondary in systematic search.
Previous techniques based on automated and semi-automated
document classification to support citation screening could be used
to improve precision. Last, we didn’t re-train the Kilicoglu’s classi-
fier with our dataset and use the classifier developed in their orig-
inal research [45]. In the early stage of literature search, the lack of
labeled data made it difficult to train a competent machine learn-
ing classifier.
4.4. Future studies
Areas that warrant further investigation include improving
overall precision using automated and semi-automated document
classification techniques; expanding the gold standard beyond car-
diovascular topics; improving the method to distinguish diagnosis
and treatment topics; and applying the method to other types of
systematic review, such as Cochrane systematic reviews, and drug
effectiveness reviews.
5. Conclusions
We present informatics solutions to improve the retrieval per-
formance of high quality studies to support the development of
clinical guidelines in the cardiovascular domain. Overall, our meth-
ods are unsupervised and integrated over a widely used biomedical
search engine (PubMed). The methods showed improved recall
over standard PubMed’s query expansion and rankings, and a
general-purpose machine learning classifier. The proposed
approach could be used to aid the systematic search and screening
process in the development of systematic reviews and clinical
guidelines.
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